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Abstract. In the ultra-violet, visible and near infra-red wave-
length range the presence of clouds can strongly affect the
satellite-based passive remote sensing observation of con-
stituents in the troposphere, because clouds effectively shield
the lower part of the atmosphere. Therefore, cloud detection
algorithms are of crucial importance in satellite remote sens-
ing. However, the detection of clouds over snow/ice surfaces
is particularly difficult in the visible wavelengths as both
clouds an snow/ice are both white and highly reflective. The
SCIAMACHY Polarisation Measurement Devices (PMD)
Identification of Clouds and Ice/snow method (SPICI) uses
the SCIAMACHY measurements in the wavelength range
between 450 nm and 1.6 µm to make a distinction between
clouds and ice/snow covered surfaces, specifically developed
to identify cloud-free SCIAMACHY observations. For this
purpose the on-board SCIAMACHY PMDs are used because
they provide higher spatial resolution compared to the main
spectrometer measurements. In this paper we expand on the
original SPICI algorithm (Krijger et al., 2005a) to also ad-
equately detect clouds over snow-covered forests which is
inherently difficult because of the similar spectral character-
istics. Furthermore the SCIAMACHY measurements suffer
from degradation with time. This must be corrected for ade-
quate performance of SPICI over the full SCIAMACHY time
range. Such a correction is described here. Finally the per-
formance of the new SPICI algorithm is compared with var-
ious other datasets, such as from FRESCO, MICROS and
AATSR, focusing on the algorithm improvements.
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(krijger@sron.nl)

1 Introduction

Satellite-based passive remote sensing is commonly used
to derive global information about the composition of the
Earth’s atmosphere. Information about the total column or
even vertical profiles of different gases in the Earth atmo-
sphere can be obtained by measuring the radiance (intensity)
spectrum of sunlight reflected by the Earth’s atmosphere,
since these spectra contain absorption bands of gases present
in the atmosphere. In the ultra-violet , visible and near infra-
red wavelength range the presence of clouds can strongly af-
fect the observation of constituents in the troposphere, be-
cause clouds effectively shield the lower part of the atmo-
sphere. When clouds are not properly accounted for, and
especially when a significant part of the airmass of interest
is below the cloud, (large) errors are introduced. Therefore,
cloud detection algorithms are of crucial importance in satel-
lite remote sensing.

The SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for At-
mospheric CartograpHY (SCIAMACHY) is a joint Ger-
man/Dutch/Belgian instrument on board the ESA ENVISAT
satellite, which was launched on 1 March 2002 and is still op-
erational (Gottwald and Bovensmann, 2011). SCIAMACHY
is a grating spectrometer measuring the radiance of reflected
and back-scattered sunlight in the 240–2380 nm wavelength
range at 0.2–1.5 nm spectral resolution. In order to account
for the instrument polarisation sensitivity, SCIAMACHY
measures the polarisation of reflected sunlight using seven
broadband detectors, referred to as the Polarisation Measure-
ment Devices (PMDs).
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Several cloud-detection algorithms were developed for
use in SCIAMACHY or GOME, the predecessor of
SCIAMACHY, like ICFA (Kuze and Chance, 1994),
OCRA (Loyola, 1998), CRAG (von Bargen et al., 2000),
CRUSA (Wenig, 2001), FRESCO (Koelemeijer et al.,
2001), SACURA (Kokhanovsky et al., 2003; Rozanov and
Kokhanovsky, 2004), ROCINN (Loyola et al., 2007, 2010),
FRESCO+ (Wang et al., 2008), GOMECAT (Kurosu et al.,
1998), HICRU (Grzegorski et al., 2004), SPICS (Lotz et al.,
2009) and MICROS (Schlundt et al., 2011). Other algo-
rithms are developed for the more recently launched OMI
as the instrument does not measure the O2 A band nor broad-
band PMD measurements as in SCIAMACHY, such as In-
verse Cloud Model (Accarreta et al., 2004), Rotational Ra-
man scattering cloud pressure (Joiner and Vasilkov, 2006).
These methods either use the high spectral resolution mea-
surements from the main spectrometer, the broadband PMD
measurements, a combination of both, or external measure-
ments. Because both clouds and ice/snow covered surfaces
are highly reflective and white in the visible wavelength
range, many of these algorithms are unable to distinguish
between clouds or ice/snow covered surfaces in the obser-
vation. In principle, cloud-detection methods using the O2
A band, like FRESCO, SACURA and ROCINN, can deter-
mine the pressure and thus discriminate white clouds from a
white surface, but this is not part of the current versions of
these algorithms and hence snow covered areas are excluded
in the processing of their algorithms. Without the ability to
distinguish between cloudy and ice/snow covered surfaces,
all observations over ice/snow covered surfaces are usually
flagged as cloudy and therefore often not used (for more de-
tails see also review ofVasilkov et al., 2010). A method to
distinguish between clouds and ice/snow covered surfaces is
thus of crucial importance to be able to identify cloud-free
observations under these conditions.

Here we present an updated version of the SCIA-
MACHY PMD Identification of Clouds and Ice/snow
method (SPICI, pronounced with hard c) (Krijger et al.,
2005a). It uses, among others, the SCIAMACHY PMD mea-
surements in the wavelength range around 1.6 µm, where the
reflectivity of ice/snow covered surfaces is significantly re-
duced while the reflectivity of clouds is still high. Using this
clear spectral difference in reflectivity a distinction between
clouds and ice/snow covered surfaces in the SCIAMACHY
observations can be made.

Extensive use of SPICI revealed large areas in northern
America and Asia as always cloudy during the snow season.
This is common behaviour for cloud-retrieval algorithms that
cannot distinguish between snow and clouds, but SPICI was
intended to make this distinction. These areas turn out to be
Boreal forests with snow-covered leaves that have a similar
reflectance ratio between 850 nm and 1600 nm as water/ice
clouds, varying slightly depending on the snow fraction. This
means that the criterium used so far by SPICI to distinguish
snow/ice from clouds, based on this ratio is not adequate for

these conditions. In this paper we expand on the original
SPICI algorithm (Krijger et al., 2005a) to also adequately de-
tect clouds over such snow-covered forests. Furthermore the
SCIAMACHY measurements suffer from degradation with
time due to degradation of SCIAMACHY optical and detec-
tor elements. Therefor a correction for adequate performance
of SPICI over the full SCIAMACHY time range has been
derived by combining various radiance-monitoring methods.
Finally the performance of the new SPICI algorithm is com-
pared with various other datasets, from FRESCO, MICROS
and AATSR, focusing on the correctness and stability of the
new SPICI algorithm improvements

The great strength of SPICI remains its simple implemen-
tation without the need of external datasets, allowing scien-
tists to implement their own cloud-mask without download-
ing large datasets. In addition they can optimize the used
thresholds based upon their own needs.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect.2 we de-
scribe SCIAMACHY and its Polarisation Measurement De-
vices. The original SPICI algorithm is summarized in Sect.3,
with the new method to detect snow covered forests in Sect.4
and the degradation correction in Sect.5. Validation of the
improved SPICI algorithm is presented in Sect.6. We finish
with a summary and discussion in Sect.7.

2 SCIAMACHY polarisation measurement devices

2.1 SCIAMACHY

SCIAMACHY’s primary mission objective is to perform
global measurements of trace gases in the troposphere and
stratosphere (Bovensmann et al., 1999). The instrument
provides column and/or vertical profile information on O3,
H2CO, SO2, BrO, OClO, NO2, H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, N2O,
O2, (O2)2, and on clouds and aerosols as well. SCIA-
MACHY measures the radiance of reflected and back-
scattered sunlight in 8 channels, covering the 240–1750 nm
(channels 1–6) and two IR bands 1940–2040 nm and 2265–
2380 nm (channels 7 and 8, respectively) at 0.2–1.5 nm spec-
tral resolution. SCIAMACHY alternates between nadir and
limb viewing modes for most part of the orbit. The swath of
the instrument in nadir mode is 960 km, and the individual
main channel measurements have a footprint on Earth rang-
ing from 60 km× 30 km to 240 km× 30 km (across× along
track), thereby providing global coverage in a period of six
days (Bovensmann et al., 1999).

2.2 SCIAMACHY PMD measurements

SCIAMACHY is a highly polarisation-sensitive instrument
due to the instrument’s gratings and mirrors. Neglect of
such polarisation sensitivity can lead to errors in the radi-
ances of several tens of percent at wavelengths where the
instrument polarisation sensitivity is highest. In order to cor-
rect for this polarisation sensitivity, SCIAMACHY measures
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the polarisation of reflected sunlight using seven broadband
detectors, referred to as Polarisation Measurement Devices
(see Table1), which roughly cover the spectral range of the
main spectrometer. Because the PMDs are mainly sensitive
to parallel (to the instrument slit) polarised light, while the
main channel spectrometer is sensitive to both polarisation
components, information on the polarisation of the incom-
ing light is obtained by combining the two measurements
(Slijkhuis, 2000). The PMDs are read out at 40 Hz, but
are down-sampled to 32 Hz for processing. This still gives
a much better spatial resolution (∼7 km× 30 km) than the
main spectral channels where the fastest read-out occurs at
8 Hz, and more commonly at 1 Hz. This high PMD spatial
resolution allows for easier detection of clouds which is the
reason why we use the PMDs in the SPICI algorithm. In this
paper we focus on four PMDs (PMD 2 to 5) that cover the
visible and near-infrared wavelength range from 450 nm to
1700 nm.

Because we employ only the ratio between different PMD
measurements any effect from polarisation on such ratios is
due to the difference in polarisation-sensitivity or degree of
polarisation. For all PMDs these differences are small, ex-
cept PMD 1 and 7, which are not used in this study.

3 SPICI original

In Krijger et al.(2005a) the complete derivation of the SPICI
algorithm is described. In brief, the SPICI method al-
lows for fast and simple identification of cloud-free SCIA-
MACHY PMD observations. The NIR SCIAMACHY PMD
measurements are employed to distinguish between clouds
and ice/snow covered surfaces, which is more complicated
employing the visible wavelengths only. The method em-
ploys the ratios of different SCIAMACHY PMD measure-
ments which makes the approach very robust with respect to
e.g. calibration uncertainties. The threshold values were de-
fined using collocated observations with the well known and
validated high-spatial resolution MODIS data.

The initial algorithm consists of two steps: in the first step
the algorithm only uses PMD 2, 3 and 4 to determine the
presence of a white surface in the visible wavelength range.
Because at these wavelengths one cannot separate clouds
from ice/snow covered surfaces, a second step is needed
to finally detect cloud-free observations also over ice/snow
covered surface, based upon the different spectral behavior
of clouds and snow/ice between 850 nm and 1600 nm, as
both have high reflectance around 850 nm, however snow/ice
reflectance is much lower than cloud reflectance around
1600 nm.

Table 1. Wavelength ranges of SCIAMACHY Polarisation Mea-
surement Devices.

PMD range (nm)

1 310–365
2 455–515
3 610–690
4 800–900
5 1500–1635
6 2280–2400
7 800–900 (U-sensitive)

The SPICI method is easily implemented and can be sum-
marised as follows:

W4 = S4/0.795
W3 = S3/1.000
W2 = S2/0.750

T (Saturation) =
max (W4, W3, W2) − min (W4, W3, W2)

max (W4, W3, W2)

Cloud− free : T ≥ 0.35

Ice/Snow clear : T < 0.35 & S5
S4

≤ 0.16

Cloud : T < 0.35 & S5
S4

> 0.16

(1)

with instrument signalSi from PMD i (in BU, dark-signal-
corrected). The threshold values were tuned so cloudy obser-
vations are rarely flagged cloud-free, although some cloud-
free observations are mistakenly flagged cloudy. The thresh-
olds can be somewhat relaxed in cases where some cloud
contamination is acceptable. Studies which are extremely
sensitive to clouds should decrease the saturation threshold
(T ) to values as low as 0.1.

4 Snow and forest

After its publication, SPICI became part of the offical SCIA-
MACHY ESA level 2 product. Its extensive use revealed that
SPICI declared large areas in northern America and Asia as
always cloudy during the snow season. This is common be-
haviour for cloud-retrieval algorithms that cannot distinguish
between snow and clouds, but SPICI was intended to make
this distinction. These areas turn out to be Boreal forests
with snow-covered leaves that have a similar reflectance ra-
tio between 850 nm and 1600 nm as water/ice clouds, vary-
ing slightly depending on the snow fraction. This means that
the criterium used so far by SPICI to distinguish snow/ice
from clouds and which is based on this ratio was not adequate
for these conditions. To overcome this deficiency, we use a
normalized difference snow and vegetation indices as used
(among others) by MODIS1, but adapted to SCIAMACHY
data. The PMD 2/PMD 5 ratio is a snow index, using the

1http://modis-snow-ice.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Fig. 1. Density plot showing the ratio of the number of cloud-free
and clouded observations (according to MODIS) as a function of the
SCIAMACHY ratios PMD 4/PMD 3 and PMD 2/PMD 5. Note that
dark red indicates no cloudy measurements were present for those
particular ratios, while white at the edges of the image indicates no
measurements were present at all. The black curve indicates the
cloud-free optimised boundary between the cloud-free and clouded
regions.

fact that snow has high visible reflectance and low infrared
reflectance, while clouds have the same reflectance at both
wavelength ranges: if the ratio is high enough, the pixel is
snow-covered. However, this snow index can become too
small in forested locations with snow, which leads to the
original problem of misidentifying snow as cloud. There-
fore the snow index is used in combination with a vegeta-
tion index: the PMD 4/PMD 3 ratio. The vegetation index
is based on the fact that plants absorb red light and reflect
near-infrared light, i.e. vegetation has a high index. Even
snow-covered forests have a relatively high vegetation index
due to the relative thin snow cover in these cases. To mark
these areas as cloud-free, without including other land types
with clouds, the snow index is allowed to be lower when the
vegetation index is higher. Figure1 illustrates this by show-
ing a density plot with the ratio of the number of cloud-free
and clouded observations (according to collocated MODIS
observations) as a function of SCIAMACHY PMD 4/PMD 3
and PMD 2/PMD 5. The exact ratio is indicated in the color
bar going from cloud-dominated (blue) to cloud-free domi-
nated (red). Note that the upper right region is completely
dominated by cloud-free observations. Given the still un-
calibrated state of the SCIAMACHY PMDs an empirical fit
was made to this area, allowing a maximum of 10 % mis-
identified scenes (snow-covered while actually cloudy ac-
cording to MODIS). The obtained fit is shown in Fig.1 as the
solid curve. In the new version of SPICI all observations in
this area (which have been deemed cloudy in the first step of

Fig. 2. The locations of measurements that the new snow and forest
test indicates as being snow-covered forests instead of clouds during
January 2003. All locations are found over boreal forest.

the SPICI algorithm) are now considered snow-covered (and
thus cloud-free) instead. This can be formulated as follows:

W43 = (S4/0.795)/S3
W25 = S2/S5
Ice/Snow W43 ≥ 0.77 + (1/(W25 − 0.08)).

(2)

No fractionW25 lower than 0.08 is ever observed, thus avoid-
ing the singularity in the function. Figure2 shows the loca-
tions of the observations that went from clouded to cloud-free
in the new version of SPICI and which clearly correspond
with Boreal forest.

5 Degradation

The spectrometer SCIAMACHY on ENVISAT has been col-
lecting data since launch in 2002. Over the years the expo-
sure to space has affected the optical performance and ren-
dered the on-ground calibration data increasingly more out-
dated. One of the main long-term monitoring activities to be
performed over the mission’s lifetime is to trace the degrada-
tion of optical components. Therefore regular trend analyses
to measurement data are obtained with the internal calibra-
tion white light source (WLS) and of observations of the un-
obscured sun above the atmosphere. In order to monitor the
different SCIAMACHY instrument light paths, solar mea-
surements are taken in various viewing geometries, yielding
so calledm-factors to describe and correct for the degrada-
tion (Bramstedt, 2009). M-factors are generated for each of
the SCIAMACHY instrument light paths (nadir, limb and the
calibration light path). Indications are that the major degrad-
ing element in the SCIAMACHY optical path seems to be the
Elevation Scan Mirror. For the science channelsm-factors
are multiplicative correction factors as applied to the abso-
lute radiometric calibration. This is different to the PMD
channels where them-factors impact the polarisation correc-
tion in a more complex way. For the PMDs similarm-factors
are derived (while at moment of this writing not applied to
SCIAMACHY PMD data, they are available on-line). How-
ever, the solar and white light source observations which are
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Fig. 3. Degradation for different PMD ratios (indicated at top) and for different methods (colour-coded, detailed description of methods in
the main text) as a function of time. Indicated at the bottom of each figure are the components of a linear fit to the degradation, which can be
used for degradation correction. Note the use here of PMD 4/PMD 5 instead of PMD 5/PMD 4 for consistent decrease of the ratio over time.

used to derive them-factors are performed at different scan-
angles from those used during normal nadir scanning. This
especially affects the PMDs as polarisation is very dependent
on scan-mirror angle (Schutgens and Stammes, 2003; Krijger
et al., 2009). Therefore we searched for alternative methods
to determine PMD degradation. The SPICI application re-
quires only ratios of PMD signals, therefore we are only in-
terested in relative degradation. For GOME it was shown that
the different PMDs degrade initially at the same rate (Krijger
et al., 2005b) and therefore the signal ratios remain constant,
but eventually the degradation rates differed. Assuming sim-
ilar behaviour for the identical SCIAMACHY PMDs here
also the changes will be different and the SPICI threshold
should be adjusted. Here we choose therefore to correct the
PMD ratios and not the individual PMDs.

The large wavelength range covered by the PMDs require
different approach to assess the amount of degradation. For
the visible wavelengths the same assumption can be made
as for the original SPICI algorithm, namely that clouds are
white and remain so over time. We identify fully clouded
pixels according to the FRESCO algorithm. The behaviour

in time of these PMD pixels is indicated as the corresponding
“FRESCO” method in Fig.3. SCIAMACHY main science
channels show scan-angle dependent degradation (Bramst-
edt, 2009), therefore we checked for a similar effect in the
PMDs by separating the FRESCO cloudy PMD observations
into Extreme-East, East, West and Extreme West. Only in
the ratio of the PMD 2 and PMD 3 signals a slight scan-angle
dependent effect can be observed, but given the observed un-
certainties this effect can at this moment be ignored. An al-
ternative and immediate verification of the PMD degradation
in the SPICI algorithm is by only monitoring the most color-
saturated PMD observations (T < 0.1). This is shown as the
“SPICI” method in Fig.3 and it is clear that the different
methods agree.

For the non-visible wavelengths this approach can not be
used, as ice/water clouds appear slightly differently in the in-
frared. However, the radiance at scenes like the Libyan desert
is expected to be rather constant. In Fig.3 we have plotted
all PMD observations over the Libyan desert as a function
of time showing the direct relative degradation. No obser-
vations are shown for PMD 2/PMD 3 ratio due to the effect
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Fig. 4. The top-left panel shows the distribution profile of PMD 5/PMD 4 ratio as original in January 2003 (black), and the profile in January
2009 (red). It is clear that they have a similar profile with several maxima, apart from a shift. In the top-right panel the distribution of the
PMD 5/PMD 4 ratio is again shown but now the January 2009 PMD 5/PMD 4 ratio has been multiplied with increasing degradation values,
thus shifting the profile distribution. The bottom-left panel shows the correlation between the January 2009 and original January 2003 profile
distribution, as a function of the applied degradation factor. From this panel the most likely (best correlated) degradation factor can be
determined. The bottom-right panel repeats the upper-left panel, but now adds the degradation corrected profile for January 2009, showing
the similarity in profiles. Repeating this method for each month allows determination of the degradation for the PMD 5/PMD 4 ratio.

of varying atmospheric constituents on the PMD 2 radiance
signal levels.

An alternative method to monitor the PMD 4 and PMD 5
degradation uses the fact that in the infrared only a few dif-
ferent dominant albedo regimes are present. When observ-
ing the distribution of PMD 5/PMD 4 measurements, it im-
mediately becomes clear that there are three dominant ratios,
one from ice/snow/clouds (low values), one from desert areas
(high values) and one from ocean combined with other land
observations (middle values). Relative PMD degradation
will shift the absolute values of these distributions but not the
shape of the distribution, except for a squeeze. See Fig.4 for
an example of the distribution of the PMD 5/PMD 4 ratio in
January 2003 (black), where no degradation is expected yet
and the same month in 2009 (red). Notice the presence of the
three maxima, but the shift/squeezing of the shape as a result
of relative degradation. We have determined for each 8 day
period the distribution shape of the PMD 5/PMD 4 ratios
and the squeeze of the shape, thus assuming a multiplicative

degradation. The degradation as obtained from this method
is in good agreement with the results from other methods in
Fig. 3 (bottom right, labeled “Profile”). All methods show in
varying degree a small amount of seasonal variation due to
varying atmospheric conditions, however these variations do
not change the general observed trend.

As expected the curves shown in Fig.3 differ from the
PMD m-factors due to the different scan angles. Figure3
shows that all relative PMD degradation appear linear in time
in first approximation. A linear fit was made through the
combination of all methods (except them-factors) for each
PMD ratio as a function of modified Julian date (days since
1 January 2000). The results of the fits are shown in Table2.
These fits will allow correction for “relative” PMD degrada-
tion in nadir viewing observations.
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Table 2. Linear fit description of the various relative PMD degra-
dation, withm the modified Julian date MJD2000.

PMD 2/3 1.0085 −7.696× 10−6
× m

PMD 4/3 1.0591 −5.384× 10−5
× m

PMD 2/5 1.0210 −1.952× 10−5
× m

PMD 4/5 1.0700 −6.375× 10−6
× m

6 Validation

Originally SPICI thresholds were derived and compared to
specific co-located scenes observed very close in time by
both SCIAMACHY and MODIS. As such it is imperative
to also compare SPICI cloud detection with other cloud
retrieval algorithms for SCIAMACHY, for which we use
FRESCO (Wang et al., 2008) and MICROS (Schlundt et al.,
2011). Given the new additions to SPICI we also focus
specifically on the degradation or stability of the algorithm
over time. As the distinction between clouds and snow/ice is
one of SPICI large advantages, we focus on this part of the
algorithm by comparing snow-covered scenes co-observed
with AATSR. The new improvement to SPICI for snow-
covered forests is also compared with AATSR, employing
a dataset focusing specifically on such regions.

6.1 MICROS

RecentlySchlundt et al.(2011) developed a new algorithm,
called MICROS (MerIs Cloud fRaction fOr Sciamachy),
to determine a geometric cloud fraction for SCIAMACHY
ground scenes at nadir using MERIS spectral observa-
tions with an accuracy higher than from PMD algorithms.
The MICROS algorithm is the improved version of MCFA
(MERIS Cloud FractionAlgorithm) by Kokhanovsky et al.
(2009). While much more accurate than SPICI due to the
much higher spatial resolution it has still problems detecting
snow/ice and requires the download of large external datasets
together with collocation information of the observations. So
in practice it is not very easy to determine the cloudiness of
SCIAMACHY observations in this manner. However, be-
cause of the close collocation in both space and time be-
tween MERIS and SCIAMACHY (both on ENVISAT) it is
well suited for a comparison with SPICI. We describe the
MICROS method briefly here.

6.1.1 MERIS

MERIS (MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) is a
multi-spectral instrument, also mounted on the ENVISAT
satellite. It measures the solar radiation reflected by the
Earth’s atmosphere or surface in the visible and near-infrared
part of the electromagnetic spectrum between 390 and
1040 nm at a spectral resolution of 1.8 nm (Bezy and Rast,

1999). By looking in the nadir direction, the Earth is imaged
with a spatial resolution of 1.2 km× 1.2 km at reduced reso-
lution (RR; operational) and 300 m× 300 m at full resolution
(FR; coastal zones and over land). The instrument’s field
of view is about 68.5◦ covering a swath width of 1150 km,
which yields a global coverage every three days.

The MERIS RR data are used as sub-pixel information
for the relatively large SCIAMACHY pixel which enables
the derivation of SCIAMACHY cloud fraction with an ac-
curacy much higher when compared to PMD based cloud
fraction. Both instruments observe the same ground scene
simultaneously.

6.1.2 Method

The purpose of the MERIS cloud screening part in MICROS
is to identify each pixel as either clear land, clear water or
cloud, as described in full detail inSchlundt et al.(2011).
Difficulties arise particularly with regard to clouds over
bright surfaces, such as snow/ice covered regions, deserts or
sun glint areas, which are treated separately by the MICROS
algorithm. The algorithm, based on the threshold approach of
various MERIS channels (from 412.5 nm to 865 nm), is made
up of several steps where specific conditions are checked in
order to distinguish between sun glint, water, land, bare soil,
optically thin and thick clouds. The very last step of the
MERIS cloud screening takes cloud border and adjacency ef-
fects (e.g. cloud shadowing or increased radiation by actinic
flux) into account. This is done by additionally flagging the
two adjacent pixels also as cloudy (in all directions), when a
clouded MERIS pixels is found.

6.1.3 Results

We have compared the MICROS thick cloud fraction with the
SPICI cloud fraction (averaged over the same main science
channel footprint) for a total of 90 orbits randomly selected
between 2005 and 2009, focusing here on the lower (snow-
free) latitudes, both as function of location and time. This
allows the validation of the performance of SPICI over time.
In Table3 the results of the comparison between SPICI and
MICROS are summarised as a function of time. Looking
at the average over the entire dataset in 61 % (±8 % stan-
dard deviation between different orbits) of all cases both MI-
CROS and SPICI agree on an observation being cloudy, in
27 % (±6 %) both agree on an observation being cloud-free.
In 9 % (±4 %) SPICI classifies a pixel as cloudy, while ac-
cording to MICROS the observation is cloud-free. However
again the main issue is how often SPICI identifies a clouded
scene (according to MICROS) as cloud-free, and according
to this comparison a total of only 3 % (±2 %) of the measure-
ments is misidentified. These are all scenes which according
to MICROS only have a very small amount of cloud present
(which some trace gas retrievals can cope with) or are at
the (always uncertain) edges of clouds, where MICROS also
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Table 3. Comparison of scene identifications between SPICI and
MICROS over time. A grand total of 364× 103 SPICI observa-
tions (after filtering for solar zenith angle and latitude) were com-
pared to co-located averaged MICROS observations. A scene is
considered clouded by MICROS when the average MICROS cloud-
fraction over the scenes is more than 10 %. The table shows the
fraction of the total number of SPICI observations which fall under
the catagory indicated in the top of the table.Total number count of
SPICI obervations employed for the comparison for each year in the
right column.

SPICI: Cloud-free Clouded Cloud-free Clouded
MICROS: Cloud-free Clouded Clouded Cloud-free

year Count
2005 0.29 0.58 0.02 0.11 94 420
2006 0.24 0.67 0.03 0.06 55 175
2007 0.28 0.61 0.03 0.08 58 627
2008 0.26 0.62 0.04 0.10 82 634
2009 0.29 0.57 0.03 0.11 73 445

flags adjacent unclouded MERIS observations as clouded, to
take adjacency effects into account. As shown in Table3
these fractions do not change within the uncertainties over
time, indicating that the degradation is accurately corrected
and that the dataset is large enough to be representative.

6.2 FRESCO

We performed another validation with the FRESCO+ algo-
rithm (Wang et al., 2008), which uses the O2 A band to detect
clouds. The algorithm was originally developed for GOME-
1 (Koelemeijer et al., 2001), has been successfully applied
to SCIAMACHY and constantly improved since that time.
While it can only detect effective cloud fraction, it does a
good job of detecting the presence of clouds, although not yet
over snow/ice covered scenes. As such we focus our com-
parison here with SPICI on snow/ice free scenes. For each
FRESCO cloud retrieval we average the collocated SPICI
(PMD) measurements. We selected a number of random
days, 1 January 2003, 1 September 2008, 1 January 2009
and 1 January 2010 (to also determine degradation effects).
The results are shown in Table4 which show that in 66 %
(±2 %) of all cases both FRESCO and SPICI agree on an
observation being cloudy. In 22 % (±1 %) both agree on an
observation being cloud-free. In 8 % (±4 %) SPICI classifies
a pixel as cloudy, while according to FRESCO the observa-
tion is cloud-free. Again the main issue is how often SPICI
identifies a clouded scene as cloud-free, and according to this
comparison a total of only 4 % (±0.2 %) of the measurements
is misidentified, and these are all scenes which according to
FRESCO only have a very small amount of cloud present.
The comparison with FRESCO show very similar results as
the comparison between MICROS and SPICI which provides
good confidence in the analysis presented.

Table 4. Comparison of scene identifications between SPICI and
FRESCO over time. A total of 260× 103 SPICI observations were
compared to co-located averaged FRESCO observations. A scene is
considered clouded by FRESCO when the average FRESCO cloud-
fraction over the scenes is more than 10 %. The table shows the
fraction of the total number of SPICI observations which fall under
the catagory indicated in the top of the table. Total number count
of SPICI obervations employed for the comparison for each year in
the right column.

SPICI: Cloud-free Clouded Cloud-free Clouded
FRESCO: Cloud-free Clouded Clouded Cloud-free

year Count
2003 0.20 0.68 0.04 0.08 45 558
2008 0.21 0.66 0.04 0.09 60 468
2009 0.21 0.67 0.04 0.08 51 759
2010 0.24 0.64 0.04 0.09 101 984

6.3 AATSR

As both MERIS MICROS and SCIAMACHY FRESCO are
not (well) suited for cloud detection over snow/ice surfaces,
while the snow/ice cloud detection of SPICI is one of the
main additions of the algorithm compared to other cloud
detection algorithms, we employed AATSR to validate our
SPICI snow/ice cloud detection including the applied degra-
dation correction. For this the improved AATSR snow de-
tection method first presented inIstomina et al.(2010) were
used.

The AATSR (Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiome-
ter) instrument onboard the ENVISAT satellite is a low-
resolution conical imaging spectrometer operating in the
visible, near-infrared, mid-infrared and thermal spectrum
ranges. The prime scientific objective of AATSR is to es-
tablish continuity of the ATSR-1 and ATSR-2 data sets of
precise sea surface temperature (SST), thereby ensuring the
production of a 10 year near-continuous data set for climate
research. The (A)ATSR instruments are unique in their use of
along track scanning to provide two views of the surface, and
thus improve possibilities for atmospheric correction. The
surface is first viewed along the direction of the orbit track,
at an angle of 55◦ (forward view), as the spacecraft flies to-
wards the scene. Then, 150 s later, when the satellite has
moved approximately 1000 km along the ground track, a sec-
ond observation of the same scene is made at the sub-satellite
point (nadir view). The nominal pixel size of AATSR is
1 km× 1 km at the center of the nadir swath and 1 km× 2 km
at the center of the forward swath. The AATSR field of view
comprises two 512 km wide curved swaths, with 555 pix-
els across the nadir swath and 371 pixels across the forward
swath.
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Fig. 5. Snow fraction, the number of cloud-free snow-covered scenes observations by AATSR divided by the total number of AATSR scenes
inside each collocated SCIAMACHY PMD scene, as indicated by the colorbar on the right. Each footprint indicated by SPICI as cloud-free
snow covered scene has been outlined in black. Left panel: 6 May 2004, right panel: 5 May 2009.

6.3.1 Method

The cloud/snow discrimination method described in full de-
tail in Istomina et al.(2010) uses a combination of relative
thresholds in seven AATSR channels in order to discrimi-
nate the spectral behavior of clear snow scene from that of
cloud, land, ocean, etc. These criteria connect nadir top-of-
atmosphere reflectance in visible, near-infrared and bright-
ness temperatures in the thermal-infrared. While the visi-
ble and near-infrared criteria select scenes with the spectral
behaviour similar to a snow spectrum, the thermal infrared
(TIR) thresholds distinguish cloud-free areas over surfaces
with emissivity close to unity (snow, open ocean).

6.3.2 Snow and clouds

The validation dataset contains 100 daytime AATSR scenes
with approximate dimensions 10◦

× 15◦ each, with a spa-
tial resolution of 1 km× 1 km (nadir view). It covers the
timespan of nearly 6 years, starting in 2003 and ending in
2009, with most data from 2008 (42 scenes). The vast ma-
jority of scenes has been observed in the Western Hemi-
sphere beyond the Arctic Circle, at particular locations like
Northern Alaska, Beaufort Sea, Queen Elisabeth Islands and
Greenland. A few scenes have been observed in the East-
ern Hemisphere, at Spitsbergen and the Scandinavian Penin-
sula. All the data have been observed from March to May,
to ensure sufficient snow coverage and enough daylight (so-
lar zenith angle from 50 to 80◦). As a first comparison with
the cloud/snow discrimination method we focus on different

surface types covered with almost continuous snow cover-
age: snow-covered sea ice, snow-covered mountains and
fjords. Partial snow coverage like e.g. in the case of snowy
forests has been avoided in this first comparison and will be
addressed separately in the next section. Open ocean and
bare soil areas are almost not represented in this dataset.

Figure 5 shows for two example AATSR observations
the snow fraction (the number of cloud-free snow-covered
scenes observations by AATSR divided by the total number
of AATSR scenes inside the SCIAMACHY PMD scene) for
each collocated SCIAMACHY PMD footprint. Only SCIA-
MACHY measurements with a solar zenith angle smaller
than 85◦ are shown. Red indicates a large snow/ice frac-
tion, decreasing through yellow to blue, which indicates non-
snow/ice surfaces (sea, clouds, land cover other than snow,
etc). Each PMD footprint that according to SPICI is a cloud-
free snow covered scene has been outlined in black. Ide-
ally all AATSR observations with snow fraction 1 across a
SCIAMACHY PMD pixel is identified by SPICI as cloud-
free snow covered.

The comparison results are shown in Table5. When com-
paring these results with those of MICROS or FRESCO,
much more AATSR-clear scenes are indicated as cloud-
covered by SPICI, because SPICI is cloud-conservative, fo-
cusing on only marking those scenes as clear that are really
clear and in case of doubt, mark them clouded. Distinction
between clouds and snow/ice is complicated, such that many
algorithms cannot make the distinction. To avoid misiden-
tifications SPICI is very conservative over such scene and
hence less clear scenes are flagged when comparing SPICI
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Table 5. Comparison of scene identifications between SPICI and
AATSR over time. A total of 91× 103 SPICI observations were
compared to co-located averaged AATSR observations. A scenes
is considered clouded by AATSR when the average AATSR cloud-
fraction over the scenes is more than 10 %. The table shows the
fraction of the total number of SPICI observations which fall under
the catagory indicated in the top of the table. Total number count
of SPICI obervations employed for the comparison for each year in
the right column.

SPICI: Cloud-free Clouded Cloud-free Clouded
AATSR: Cloud-free Clouded Clouded Cloud-free

year Count
2003 0.23 0.63 0.01 0.13 620
2004 0.19 0.66 0.05 0.10 7182
2005 0.12 0.56 0.00 0.32 10 514
2006 0.25 0.55 0.02 0.19 16 113
2007 0.19 0.46 0.01 0.35 16 145
2008 0.21 0.50 0.02 0.27 32 902
2009 0.35 0.41 0.05 0.20 7067

with MICROS or FRESCO over snow-free areas as in the
previous sections.

Focusing on AATSR clear snow-covered scenes, SPICI
detects 45 % of all these clear scenes (and thus conserva-
tively marks 55 % of all clear scenes as clouded). Do note
that most other cloud algorithms detect no cloud-free scenes
in these circumstances, so this is quite an improvement. As
intended SPICI rarely misidentifies cloudy scenes: only 1–
5 % of all observations are identified as clear where AATSR
identifies the observations as cloudy. This happens mostly at
the edges of large snow-covered scenes, most likely due to
thin transparent clouds over snow-covered scenes. However,
as most SCIAMACHY trace-gas observations use an inte-
gration time of 0.25 to 1 s (compared to the 0.03125 s of the
PMDs), one must combine 8 to 32 PMD measurements to de-
termine an average cloud-fraction. Since most trace-gas ob-
servation methods ignore an observation when even a single
PMD measurement indicates clouds, such minor edge effects
of a single PMD footprint can be ignored as most neighbour-
ing footprints will already indicate a cloud. Also the number
of misidentifications over time remains quite constant, show-
ing that the degradation correction works for the snow/ice
detection part of SPICI.

6.3.3 Snow-covered forests

We also specifically investigated the performance of the
SPICI algorithm over snow covered Boreal forests, intro-
duced in Sect.4. For this we compare with AATSR over
355 specially selected scenes over partially snow covered
Boreal forests between 2003 and 2009, again between March
and May. Snow and cloud cover has been determined
with the previously described AATSR method. A total of
362× 103 SPICI observations were studied. AATSR (unlike

SPICI) cannot distinguish between snow-covered ground or
snow-covered forest. However we employed the Global
Land Cover Characterization (GLLC – version 2) database2

to determine the amount of forest in each SPICI observa-
tion. Focusing now on the forested observations SPICI de-
tects 43 % of all forested (20 % or more forest cover ac-
cording GLCC) cloud-free (maximum 10 % clouds accord-
ing AATSR) scenes. This means over 57 % of all cloud-free
snow-covered forest are overlooked, but as SPICI is cloud-
conservative this is expected for such difficult-to-distinguish
snow-covered regions. To confirm the cloud-conservative ap-
proach of SPICI; In only 6 % of the cases where SPICI indi-
cates a snow-covered forest, AATSR observed a cloud in-
stead. Again these cases mostly happen at the edge of cloud
fields. Yet indeed in 94 % of all cases where SPICI indicates
a snow-covered forest, AATSR observes snow and no clouds,
hence both agree this is a cloud-free scene. This shows that
the addition of the snow-covered forest index in SPICI is
useful indeed to identify clear scenes above snow-covered
forests.

7 Discussion and summary

We presented an improved version of the SCIAMACHY
PMD Identification of Clouds and Ice/snow method (SPICI).
The SPICI algorithm uses the SCIAMACHY measurements
in the wavelength range between 450 nm and 1.6 µm to make
a distinction between clouds and ice/snow covered surfaces,
specifically developed to identify cloud-free SCIAMACHY
observations. The SCIAMACHY Polarisation Measurement
Devices (PMDs) are used because they provide higher spa-
tial resolution compared to the main spectrometer measure-
ments. The improvements (compared toKrijger et al.,
2005a) include a snow over vegetation detection using the
PMD 2/PMD 5 compared to PMD 4/PMD 3 ratio for the
least saturated,T (= cloudy) observations. In addition we
provided a correction for SCIAMACHY PMD degradation
in time. This correction is obtained by observing clouds,
deserts and albedo distribution profiles. This results in differ-
ent corrections than the traditionalm-factors, as expected due
to angle dependent scan-mirror contamination, which causes
the observed degradation.

Including both the new expansion for snow-covered forest
and the PMD degradation correction, the new SPICI algo-
rithm can be summarized as follows:

W4 = (SPMD4/0.795)/
(
1.0591− 5.384 × 10−5

× m
)

W3 = (SPMD3/1.000)
W2 = (SPMD2/0.750)/

(
1.0085− 7.696 × 10−6

× m
)

W54 = (SPMD5/SPMD4) ×
(
1.070 − 6.375 × 10−6

× m
)

W43 = W4/W3

W25 = (SPMD2/SPMD5)/
(
1.021 − 1.952 × 10−5

× m
)

(3)

2http://edc2.usgs.gov/glcc/glcc.php
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T (Saturation) =
max (W4, W3, W2) − min (W4, W3, W2)

max (W4, W3, W2)

Cloud− free : T ≥ 0.35

Ice/Snow : T < 0.35 AND
{W54 ≤ 0.16 OR

W43 ≥ 0.77 + (1/(W25 − 0.08))}
Cloud : Remainder,

(4)

with m the modified Julian date MJD2000. When validated
with AATSR’s most advanced method of cloud-free snow de-
tection and MERIS’s most advanced method of cloud de-
tection, SPICI works extremely well, with less then 5 %
misidentifications where clouded observations are identified
as cloud-free.

Concluding, the improved SPICI method allows identifica-
tion of cloud-free snow/ice covered regions including snow-
covered forests. Furthermore, the improved algorithm effec-
tively deals with the PMD degradation over time.
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